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BRIEF

Make that festival feeling last year-round 
with a music-led social activation for Bacardí.

Bacardi’s music programme relies heavily on these 
one-o� events, meaning a flurry of activity in 
festival season before going quiet for the rest 
of the year. How can Bacardí tie its music and 
festival activations and its marketing activity 
together into something that maintains a 
year-round conversation with its consumers? 



Outgoing, creative under-26 year olds 
of legal drinking age. Open-minded, 
honest, expressive, extroverted. Social 
instigators and connectors of like-minded 
people they’re constantly exploring.

TARGET AUDIENCE



BRAND RESEARCH

Brings people together as their 
truest selves

Breaking barriers of society Promotes Individuality Fusion of music and partying

Amazing experiences that go way 
beyond simply throwing a big party

Believes in cultural movements
and freedom of expression



FACTS POSITIVE NEGATIVE CREATIVE EMOTIONAL

Originated in Cuba

Cultural Diversity

Blend of music

Breaking Barriers

Festivals

Bold spirit

Youth oriented

Expression

Uniting people

Experiences

Just festivals

only cuban roots

Major artists

Cultural Diversity

Freedom

Breaking Barriers

Individuality

People together

party spirit

Fusion

A new world

Change in parties

New music

People together

Festivals

Live Experience

Collaboration

Bold approach

Expressionism

Witty and modern

Excitement

Spirit of living

Optimistic

Bold

Passionate

Enjoyment

Meeting new people



INSIGHT

FESTIVAL VIBES

We miss out festivals every now and then. Most common 
problems revolve around location of the festival and the 
distance. Festivals create a vibe that stays with you for long, 
makes you want to live it again but the only hindrance, you 
have to go to the festivals/parties.



ENDLINE

“ BE YOU ”
“ LOSE YOURSELF ”

“ BREAK EVEN ”

The true spirit of enjoying life comes from expressing yourself 
freely. In a busy street or your own house, embracing the inner 
you is what makes us believe in magic. Magic which is brought 
out by Bacardi with the spirit of festival. Your quirks, dance 
moves and enjoying life when nobody is watching you. A free 
spirit in this fast paced world.



IDEATION PROCESS

Everybody loves a small break from their usual routine. A party 
or a break, perhaps the weekend is what we look forward to 
everyday till it arrives. 

Parties can come to you now. The spirit of being yourself with 
no mask on, stealing those small moments where you are lost in 
expressing who you are. Experiences that were once only 
meant for “live” festivals can now fit in your jeans too.

“Party Vibes in your pocket”.

Mall

Robbery

Laundry

House Parties

Pockets

Birthday

Barbeque

Vinyls Purse

TV

Video Chat

Family

Wedding

Thief

Solar Panels

Pizza



STRATEGY

VIBIN’ OUT

Vibin’ Out revolves around the experience of a party/festival 
that we often embrace it in our own style. Dancing to the beats 
or taking a break from the daily life. Living life as a big festival.

This campaign aims at bringing parties in your pocket and live 
the same experience wherever you are. At your house, o�ce, 
anywhere.

1.  Video Advert
2. Vibin’ Out with Shazam
3. Make your own music - Instagram
4. Vibin‘ Out in VR
5. Twitter engagement
6. Bacardi Vibin’ Out App



 VIDEO ADVERT
Vibin’ Out - Duration : 30 Seconds

in Queue - Dance Track

Scenarios of people dancing alone, in a crowd, with a crowd, 
with their earphones on and living life as one big festival, 
coming together to vibe out, just like a live one.



 VIBIN’ OUT - SHAZAM
In collaboration with Shazam, Vibin’ Out with your favorite artist 
and with each scan through Shazam App, free tickets to Sound 
of Rum Annual Festival in 3 simple steps.

Vibin’ Out - Duration : 30 Seconds

in Queue - Dance Track



JAMMIN’ OUT - 
INSTAGRAM
Instagram videos with di�erent instruments, an Interactive way 
to make new tunes with your friends, scracth vinyls and live the 
festival experience with sounds from di�erent users.



VIBIN’ OUT IN VR - 
EXPERENTIAL
Limited o�er of a low cost Vr cardboard set with every bottle of 
Bacardi, to live the 360 experience of parties hosted by their 
favorite artists and their live music.



TWITTER ENGAGEMENT
Engaging and encouraging them to not shy away from being 
themselves, an immense boost is self-confidence and 
relatability factor for the millenial audience.



VIBIN’ OUT LIVE APP
Bacardi live app enables to listen to live music, online live radio 
stations curated for Bacardi Listeners. Schedules, host a party 
are some of the features that can be used in the event of a 
house party. 


